only as far as the overall total was concerned was he prepared to say that it was not far different to that of the legions. It is possible to work out the proportion of legionary to auxiliary troops at major battles from Thessalus to Cremona - the figures have been noticed in previous chapters - but major battles represent disruptions of the normal and do not involve all the troops stationed in a particular area.

However the major role of the "auxilia" remained that of supporting the legions. The classic pattern was one of the heavy armed legions combined with cavalry, archers and various other types of light-armed troops. Besides this, other patterns began to emerge. In the Frisian revolt in 26 A.D., the auxiliaries bore the brunt of the fighting, while the legions were held in reserve. This pattern was repeated in the early stages of the invasion of Britain. Antonius Primus chose largely auxiliary forces for various advance movements in Italy in 69, probably because he placed a premium on speed, mobility and surprise. When he led the march south to Rome, he left the legions in reserve in north Italy. Eventually, as noted above, generals would pride themselves on winning battles without resorting to legionary intervention at all.

Auxiliaries are also found acting independently of the legions on major assignments. An entirely auxiliary force was sent ahead of the legions by the Vitellians to invade Italy; another was sent to face a serious threat to Gallia Narbonensis. A "praefectus castrorum" commanded a sizeable force of auxiliaries against gladiators later in 69. The Flavians sent an
entirely auxiliary forces against the pro-Vitellian governor of Britain. Cavalry was especially favoured for independent use. Examples are afforded by its deployment under L. Vettius during Germanicus' campaigns across the Rhine in 14 - 15 A.D. and by incidents in 64: it was especially Antonius Primus who favoured this arm. It is presumably against this background that the puzzling phrases "praefectus equitatus" applied to Didius Gallus and "praefectus vexillarius rei publica" to the brothers Posidius Lucanus and Q. Domitianus Gallus are to be understood. Both occur in the context of major operations - in Gallus' case, the invasion of Britain. Under such circumstances the need for the deployment of "auxilia" on a wide front with great flexibility of movement must have been the reason for the establishment of a separate command, similar to that implied by Primus' strategy in 69.

The "auxilia" were regarded as capable of carrying on independent military operations early. This is shown by the fact that small provinces were assigned entirely auxiliary occupation forces from the outset of the principate. The first recorded case appears to be the "lexia maxima" of Augustus in 68.

In the civil war at the end of the republic and in 69 A.D. auxiliary units were left as garrisons of important places. As a result the regiment concerned could gain considerable political importance, as was noted in the case of the auxilia Silvanus in North Italy. In normal times, however, it was along the frontiers that auxiliary regiments served as
garrisons. In discussing the measures which Drusus took to secure his invasion of Germany in 12 - 9 B.C., Florus refers to the placing of garrisons at strategic points on major rivers, and in particular to the erection of more than 50 "castella" along the line of the Rhine. If this statement is correct, the forts must have been manned by auxiliaries. But, as Nesselhauf has pointed out, this cannot be correct as it implies a linear system of defence that was common in the 2nd century when Florus wrote.

In the early Augustan system the soldiers were grouped together in large concentrations, and at most the auxiliaries may have been placed in small forts near the legionary camps. Alfeldy has suggested that Dalmatia was unusual in having its "auxilia" divided up and stationed at various points in the province in the 1st century - this was due to the fact that the area had been so well pacified after the Pannonian Revolt of 6 - 9 A.D. In discussing the Pannonian frontier in the pre-Claudian period, Verov has suggested that by the end of the principate of Augustus the legion at Csesus (Uigen) was supported by cavalry units stationed at the mouths of small tributaries to the Danube in the area. Safer dating obtains in the literary record. The bringing together of the legion in Africa and the auxiliaries who were "sub signis" in the revolt of Taoterinas in 17 may imply that by that time the auxiliaries were normally stationed at separate points in the province. As already noted, the first definite indication of auxiliary regiments being placed in a network of forts comes from Britain in the time of Nero. The practice of putting auxiliary units in "hiberna" was established on the Rhine and the Danube front by 69. What became the
major deployment of auxiliary regiments - their permanent stationing in
forts of their own along the frontiers - must have come about as a result of
different developments in different areas. There are, however, strong
indications that the system was in full operation in some places by the
Claudian period.

A commander of an auxiliary regiment might be assigned a specific
function in the area where he was stationed. Under Tiberius the same person
was prefect of a coh. Forsorum and of the "civitates" of Barbaria in
Sardinia. These communities were in the centre of the island where the
population was especially turbulent (the Illisi today). The next 2 examples,
a Heronian "praefectus" of the 2 "civitates" of the Boiens and Asalians, and
a Flavian prefect of various "civitates" - those of the Aesarana, Basidiates
and possibly the Colpiianians - in the Sanniolian area, are not specifically
stated to have been "praefecti" of auxiliary regiments at the same time. But
they were seen in the normal prefectural "cursus", so that auxiliary assistance
may be posited for them and possibly some of the other "praefecti civitatum"
that are known. It would seem that in the less developed areas of certain
provinces the Romans gave commanders of auxiliary regiments oversight over
specific communities. In Africa the term used was "cense" or "ratio". The
auxiliary commander who controlled 6 Castilian tribes in Numidia has already
been noted. The commander of a coh. Augusta of the time of Agrippa II was
"praefectus" over some Numidian Arabian tribes. The "praefectus orae
meritiae" was presumably responsible for the safety of a coastal region;
Comparatively early instances of such officials who appear to have had associated auxiliary prefectures occur in Mauretanias and Spain. The auxiliary commander just noted who was also "praefectus ciuitatium duar. Scior. et Azalior." was also "praefectus rip. Danuui" - responsible presumably for the safety of a section of the Danube as Tutor had been for the Rhine under Vitellius.78.

Besides being used in conjunction with the legions for a wide range of specialist tactic manoeuvres, such as forcing crossings of rivers, as noted in earlier chapters, the auxiliary regiments came to fill a large number of independent roles, only some of which are recorded in the evidence for the lat century A.D. This increased their "professionalization" and their relative importance in the Roman army to a great extent.
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It is a commonplace to point to the auxiliary system as an important factor in Romanization. In this chapter the indications that have emerged regarding its extent in the period under discussion will be considered.

However before this is done it should be recalled that the "auxilia" long retained non-Roman characteristics. This was especially fostered in the sphere of tactics and fighting methods for obvious reasons. However native customs survived as well, as is shown by the readiness with which the term "externus" could be used to denigrate an opponent's forces. It can be applied to legionaries, but the primary sense must derive from the auxiliaries. Allowance must of course be made for rhetorical exaggeration but one merely has to recall Tacitus' description of the cohors sagumbrorum in Thrace under Claudius, or his passage at the Greek laxity underlying the Roman veneration of the rustic cohort. At times it was politic to stress the independence of the "auxilia" and to emphasize their non-Roman command.

The Romans were happy to regard some forces more as allies than as virtually subordinate subsidiaries. The classic case is Mauretania. The independent spirit of Juba I lived on and a Roman governor is found erecting statues honouring Mauretanian kings with the insignia of Roman "imperatores" for their assistance during the revolt of Tacfarinas, as the following inscription shows:

Veneri egnum cum duabus statuis Iubae et Ptolemai imperatorisi quattuor insignibus......
As late as 69 it was felt that a procurator of Mauretania might gain military help if he appeared as a new suas.\textsuperscript{7} 69 is a revealing year in this respect. Although the "auxilia" had been long established by that date those on the Rhine still had a sufficiently non-Roman spirit and character to carry off the Batavian revolt. For this was an event which, for all its "Roman" features, only got off the ground because the auxiliaries still felt closer to their tribes than to Rome. Accordingly it is clear that Romanization was never complete, and allowance must be made for the survival of barbarian features in varying degrees in different stages of development. The various factors that operated in favour of the adoption of Roman attitudes and ways may now be considered.

Not infrequently there had been some preparatory Roman influences at work. The most notable instance of this was the assignment of Roman officials and Roman troops to neighbouring states.\textsuperscript{3} How extensive and how enduring this arrangement might be is best illustrated by the Judaean area. The Roman military ideas and something of the ethos of Roman army would be absorbed by the foreign troops' association with the Romans and by the training given to some of them. When later the area concerned was incorporated into the Roman empire the auxiliary recruits that came from it would not have come to an army system that was completely alien. Less forceful, but probably more pervasive, was the influence exerted by the return of trained chiefs and tribesmen to their own tribe. Attention has...
been drawn to the effect which the return of Flavus' son, Italicus, to the
Cheruscan is likely to have had on their military institutions: Tacitus
specifically mentions that he was trained in both Roman and German fighting
methods. Deserters, too, like Cannascus, are found putting their expertise
at the disposal of tribes on the frontiers. It is true that, in these
two instances, the tribes concerned remained outside the Roman sphere, but
similar situations must have occurred in the early history of peoples who
termed auxiliary troops on a regular basis - Velleius, for example,
notes the transference of Roman discipline to the Hannomian rebels in the
uprising of 6 - 9 A.D. Client kings assisted later romanization by them-
selves consciously adopting Roman techniques and even Roman terminology for
features of their armies. Naturally rebels in the empire modelled their
forces as closely on the Roman pattern as possible: the names of Florus
and Sacrovir, Tacfarinas and Civilia can be recalled in this connection.

Moving to the next stage, it is obvious that the very association
of auxiliaries with the legions and their being brought under direct Roman
command and discipline forced them to adopt many Roman ideas. This would
have been reinforced by their initial training. The classic text is in the
"Agricola", where Tacitus refers to a centurion and soldiers put in a new
cohort to instil Roman discipline during the period of training. Roman
officering also assisted. It is true that some "auxilia", like the
Batavians, remained under native command, but Roman " auxilia" are known
from the beginning of the principate. Regiments with Roman commanders

must...
must have had to accommodate themselves to Roman standards and the use of Latin at an early stage. Even decurions (or cohortal centurions) might be Roman. Several were noted in the Julian period, one (T. Jul(ius) Niger) being the son of a peregrine whose citizenship appears to have been Tiberian. Others were Claudian and Flavian. However those whose citizenship was recent, like T. Julius Niger and T. Flavius Capito, may have been peregrine during part if not the whole of their service: C. Jul(ius) the son of Viridates who was decurion in an ala Flavia was obviously an Easterner who had been awarded Roman citizenship at some stage or other rather than a Roman citizen placed in a Parthian regiment. In some regiments, such as those of the Parthians, the decurions were obviously not Romans. Von Domaszewski considered that the transfer of legionaries to the decurionate in the "auxilia" was characteristic of the early principate, but Scheemann has challenged this view. The evidence referred to above seems to suggest no definite pattern. Probably, as usual, flexibility obtained. If the assumption that certain double regiments arose when a core of trained soldiers served as a nucleus for the formation and development of a new unit drawn mainly from a less experienced people is correct, another source of Romanization is revealed. Here however what the Romans required of the new recruits was filtered through non-Romans who had reached the required standard.

The increasing professionalization of the "auxilia" contributed largely to their Romanization. They were felt to belong to the sphere of Roman authority from an early stage. It was this feeling which made Strabo...
and Josephus call auxiliary units "Roman" cohorts. The degree to which regiments had become professional in outlook is shown by events in the Year of the Four Emperors and by auxiliaries' concern with their status.

People of Gallic and other provincial origins were full commanders with all the privileges of Roman citizenship: Julius Clasius, Julius Brionicus, Alpinus Montanus, Julius Sivillio and Claudius Laber form an impressive list from a single area. Auxiliary regiments were assuming positions of authority in relation both to civilian populations and to the legions. The auxiliaries exerted influence over the politics of Northern Italian towns and the Flavians trained auxiliaries to plunder Italians like any foreign enemy. The Flavians adopted a very independent attitude in their relations with the legions, and had their value openly acknowledged by the legionaries themselves. In Britain the auxiliaries were involved in a dispute between the governor and a legionary commander. It was not however only in the exceptional circumstances of 69 that auxiliaries felt that they could assert their importance. In 69 in Egypt agitation on the part of auxiliaries to be put on the same judicial footing as legionaries was serious enough to call for intervention by the governor himself, who stressed that distinctions between the various arms of service were to be maintained.

The most noticeable aspect of the organization of the auxiliaries was the granting of Roman citizenship. Precedents and analogies are not far to seek in the republican period. The "equites Hispani" who fought in the Italian war were given citizenship "virtutis causa" in 33 B.C. At the end of the triumviral period Octavian rewarded a Syrius, Seleucus of...
Rhodius, who had presumably assisted him in the naval war against Sextus Pompeius, with citizenship. He also regularized the position of discharged legionaries whose claims to citizenship were invalid or uncertain. After becoming emperor he continued the practice of making virilis grants of citizenship to provincials, as the following inscription from Noricum shows:

C. Julius Vepo donatus ciuitate Romana viritis et insunitate ab diuo Aug.

It is within this context that grants of citizenship to auxiliaries must be viewed. The Germanic Arminius had received citizenship and equestrian statue from Augustus. Presumably his brother Flavus was also a citizen. Tacitus does not refer to Arminius' citizenship, which is known from the text of the inscription. This leads one to ask whether other chieftains in auxiliary service, like Volusius, had not received citizenship. In any case the citizenship granted to such men may not have been solely a reward for service as an auxiliary, but also part of the process of winning the allegiance of the tribe. C. Julius Cacer the "duplinarius" of the ali sectorientigines, is a much clearer case of citizenship for auxiliary service as such. Two other C. Julii, and a Julius without a praenomen, were reasonably regarded as belonging to the Augustan period. Thus there is little evidence under Augustus, and that is confined to virilis grants. The situation under Tiberius is the same. There is nothing to indicate that Julius Indus received his citizenship as a reward for auxiliary services. But there is a group of Ti. Julii discharged from a wide range of regiments.
Sitttering has remarked of those from the cohors Stenorum prima that their length of service suggests that citizenship in the early principate normally came after 30 "stipendia". In fact their "stipendia" totalled 40 in 2 cases, 36 in a third, and 30 in a fourth case. The "stipendia" of other Tit. Julii, where known, range from 28 (through 36 and 40) to 50. (C. Julius Caesar had 52, the Juliius without a praenomen 35 years of service each for their credit).

Under Claudius the commander of the cohort at Jerusalem that guarded St. Paul, Claudius Lysias, had obtained citizenship "with a great sum" presumably he had acquired citizenship before entry into a military career as a means of reaching a better position than that of an ordinary auxiliary. M. Valerius Severus, commander of an auxiliary force against the Jews, had obtained citizenship, "conubium" and immunity from taxation for 10 years for his home town; his new citizenship was certainly recent, since his father was a Herodian, so it may have dated from the same incident. Tit. Claudii likely to belong to the Claudian-Neronian period have been listed above. The first diplomas belong to the Claudian-Neronian period. All the Claudian-Neronian and Flavian diplomas use the present tense ("qui militavit") of soldiers in the "auxilia" receiving citizenship after the senatorial period of 25 years of service. The implication is that they continued to serve as citizens after the grant. Besides the continuation of virile grants and the issuing of diplomas, 2 items for Nero and the Flavians remain to be recalled. Tacitus says of the Pantic cohort that it had been granted citizenship, presumably on its incorporation into the Roman army.
when Ontario became a province under Nero. Secondly, the title "ciu trium
Hornorum" appears in the Flavian period. This was granted to a regiment
for a specific act of bravery in a particular engagement and did not imply
that all members of the regiment so entitled were citizens after the date
of the original grant; new recruits would retain their pre-entry status.

No indications survive concerning stages in the extension of
citizenship to auxiliaries. The introduction of diplomas is dated to the
last year of Claudius. Vanneuvauf and Warring-white have argued the common
view, that Claudius was responsible for the decision to grant citizenship
to all auxiliaries on active service who had completed at least 25 years of
service and, further, to issue documents to this effect. This is certainly
of a piece with what is known of Claudius' general interest in spreading
Roman citizenship more widely. This however leaves unanswered the question
of pre-Claudian practice in this matter. The evidence does not extend beyond
viritane grants, although the recipients range from tribal chieftains to
ordinary auxiliaries. Since the latter were included, the grants were
comparatively extensive, a further question is the nature of the document
given to pre-Claudian recipients. The absence of diplomas is the absence of
a formalized mass-produced document. But C. Julius Tiberius refers to a record
on bronze ("specia incolae") as what form it took, and whether it was usual for
individuals to receive more durable evidence of their new status after being
granted citizenship are questions on which the evidence is silent.

Citizenship was not unaccompanied by other privileges. S. Valerius
Severus

......
Severus obtained "conubium" or the recognition that any marriages that had been contracted by the new citizens of Volubilis with women of peregrine status were regarded as legal in Roman law. Like him, his wife was the child of a peregrine parent. C. Julius Secundus' wife included Julia in her name, which suggests that "conubium" had been granted. The wording of the diploma is explicit. "Conubium" applied to only one marriage, either a "customary union" established by the auxiliary while on service or a subsequent marriage that he might contract. As Kraft has pointed out, this meant that the soldier himself was free to decide whether to regularize an existing union or possibly seek a wife of higher status befitting his new position in society after his discharge. The diploma also gave the auxiliary's "children and descendants" citizenship.

The bestowal of citizenship may be regarded as formal recognition of the fact that first certain individual auxiliaries, then all auxiliaries had reached an adequate level of Romanization. The granting of supplementary privileges was an indication that the forces intended to underpin the grant to make it social value as great as possible. A Roman family, rather than individual, was forced. This would maximize the effect of the grant, and encourage voluntary or self Romanization to a considerable extent.

So far grants of citizenship have been considered. The possibility that auxiliaries might be given Latin status is suggested by the honorary adjunct "civis Latinus" that is found in the titulature of the honorary adjunct "civis Latinus" that is found in the titulature of the honorary adjunct "civis Latinus" that is found in the titulature of the Roman's theory that auxiliaries coth. Aungorun. Kraft has discussed Roman's theory that auxiliaries coth. Aungorun. Kraft has discussed Roman's theory that auxiliaries coth. Aungorun. Kraft has discussed Roman's theory that auxiliaries
who have the "triba nomina" normally associated with citizenship but without the "tribes" and giving an ethnique instead of a city as an origo were of Latin status and shown that it is not tenable. He suggests that if there were auxiliaries of Latin status they came from communities which had that status; they did not receive it during their service. Gronau51, however, is not prepared to accept Kraft's position; he holds that the "triba nomina" without the tribe must represent Latin status largely on the grounds that this was the position among "equites militarii". But he is mainly concerned with the situation after Trajan. Alföldy52 has devoted a section of an article to the nomenclature of "Latin", and concludes that there was no fixed pattern. In spite of his conclusion it does not seem safe to argue from nomenclature to Latin status. The absence of an element in the names of auxiliaries on their emblems may be due to lack of space. Far more important, however, is the fact that all the diplomas speak of grants of citizenship, not of Latin status. This leaves the honorary title in the hands of Brogan53, G. C. and unexplained. It is the only case known, and belongs to the late 2nd or the 3rd century. In the middle of the 2nd century certain restrictions54 were placed on the privileges granted to discharged veterans, and it is possible that this title comes from that context, Latinity being granted instead of full citizenship. Even if this suggestion is acceptable, this isolated instance would not seem to invalidate Kraft's conclusions on Latin status, especially in the 1st century55.

Much of Romanization was voluntary, the adoption of Roman ways by...
non-citizens of their own accord. This revealed itself in the types of names chosen: peregrine auxiliaries were prepared to choose Latin names or to assimilate their names to a common Latin form. Many of the tombstones erected for auxiliaries refer to wills ("testamenta") which they made. Presumably these were drawn up according to correct legal procedure. The very erection of a tombstone was in itself a sign of Romanization. It might be that a Roman element was being added to earlier burial customs. The tombstones exhibit Roman art patterns, even if of a low standard, and use the Latin language, even if incorrectly at times. To what extent this can be taken as evidence of acculturation by chosen ways of thought is difficult to determine. The auxiliary system presents a wide spectrum from the retention of non-Latin ways to the adoption of Latin in certain circumstances and of certain Roman customs. That the auxiliaries themselves felt that the level attained was satisfactory is shown by their steady extension of citizenship to those with long service. The auxiliary system was not merely a very important aspect of Rome's military strength and type of administration, but was also a regular and significant channel whereby Roman practices were accepted by provincials and recognized as accepted.
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51.GREEN, "Un." 1794, 208 ff.
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56. Cf. the example noted above, p. 164; 164; 162.
The preceding study of the Roman "auxilia" from Caesar to Vespasian has been restricted by the lack of available evidence that was noted throughout. However certain conclusions emerge even if in a somewhat tentative form.

Uniterary evidence is more valuable than might be supposed at first sight. Conversely the epigraphical evidence, normally regarded as secure, can reveal considerable variations. The basic pattern of the Roman army at this time - that is, legionaries supported by trained auxiliaries and additional local forces - can be used as a measuring rod to be applied to accounts of battles or other military operations and will usually lead to the isolation of professional auxiliary regiments. The fact that this does not always find confirmation in the epigraphical record need not necessarily cause concern.

As has just been remarked, the basic divisions of the Roman army when fighting during this period were the legions, the professional auxiliaries and extra troops of varying quality drafted for the occasion. In some areas there are traces of local militia, but it is unnecessary to assume that there existed a third category of troops besides the legions and the auxiliaries who were on a more or less permanent basis, namely, the so-called tribal contingents. This is not to maintain that all auxiliaries were at the same level of professionalisation: rather there was a wide range of
quality in the auxiliaries that varied from place to place and from time to time.

It is partly due to these differences that it has proved difficult to determine at what stage a particular regiment was first constituted as a professional unit giving long service especially away from its home area. The understandable imprecision in the terminology of the literary authorities, who were not concerned to give the auxiliary regiments they mentioned exact titles, and the comparatively late appearance of inscriptions has added to the difficulty of determining the origins of specific regiments. However it did appear that units might be operating on a fully professional basis although the area from which they came had not been formally incorporated in the Roman empire. Further, particular occasions might lead to the formation of new regiments at any juncture in the period under consideration. But by and large the military provinces of the early empire, and especially the frontier areas of those provinces, supplied the bulk of the professional regiments later known from the diplomae. It is in the history of these areas that origins are to be sought.

With these general considerations in mind, the main features of the historical development can be summarized. There had been a long development in the republic period, and Caesar appears to have introduced organizational changes during the Gallic wars. But the civil wars that began in 49 B.C. and lasted until the battle of Actium gave the major impetus to the creation of long serving professional units. Leading generals were required to maintain large armies for long stretches of time in

/different ....
different areas of the Roman empire. Major engagements were on such a scale that there were insufficient legionaries (even when liberally interpreted) to satisfy the need for manpower. Differing terrains demanded differing strategies and tactics, which placed a premium upon the diversification which the auxiliaries afforded. Cavalry and, to a lesser extent, archers became increasingly prominent. Indications of incipient professionalisation are seen in the probable origin of such personal regiments as the ala Soaneae and the ala stectorigriana in the triumviral period⁷ and the appearance of auxiliaries on inscriptions⁸.

That there was a real continuity between the late republic and the empire is shown by the fact that republican type terminology still appeared on inscriptions under Augustus and Tiberius⁹. But there were new developments. Inscriptions have the term "cohors" in the sense of an auxiliary infantry regiment, and distinguish some cohorts as "equitatae"¹⁰. They record "praefecti equitum"¹¹ in that wording, which implies the existence of professional aides. The term "ala", however, does not appear on them, although virtually contemporary writers use it¹². Further, administrative action regarding prefects of alae on the part of Augustus is specifically recorded¹³. But to judge by the variations found on inscriptions, there was no definitive system either of titulature or in the numbering of auxiliary regiments¹⁴. Many professional regiments must have originated under Augustus¹⁵.

Although auxiliaries co-operated closely with the legions, their formal relationship....
relationship at this stage is not clear. They appear to have been part of the forces assigned to a particular provincial command, rather than units of troops attached in a subordinate way to particular legions \(^\text{16}\). When not on campaign they appear to have been grouped in large concentrations at strategic points, although the custom of placing some units in their own camps near the legionary headquarters may have begun \(^\text{17}\). Their independent use under Augustus is shown particularly by the fact that several of the smaller provinces which he created were garrisoned entirely by auxiliaries \(^\text{18}\). There is very little evidence regarding the extent of citizenship grants to auxiliaries under him. Grants were probably confined largely to the virilites type, especially for tribal auxiliaries who led their own forces or for those who proved themselves of more than average worth by reaching such positions as the decurionate \(^\text{19}\).

Nowhere is there unambiguous evidence of a single measure on the part of Augustus to establish a unitary auxiliary system per se. We know that some sort of official record was kept of the numbers of auxiliaries on active service, and also that administrative action affecting them was taken at the centre as it were \(^\text{20}\). It could be argued that Suetonius' statement that Augustus determined the rate of military pay, length of service and discharge benefits applies to auxiliaries as well as to legionaries. Suetonius actually says that the arrangements were made for all soldiers everywhere ("quidquid ubique militum esse arbitrantur") \(^\text{21}\). But even this cannot be extended to mean that he turned all the non-legionary forces in the provinces into professional units by a stroke of the pen. All indications
point to the co-existence side by side of different types of service and levels of sophistication.

Under Tiberius we have the first appearance of the title "veterana" applied to a regiment. The strategy of using the auxiliaries for the main fighting and holding the legions in reserve to assist only in case of need is first recorded for his principate. The use of one or more auxiliary regiments under the command of a "praefectus civitatis" (or "civitatum") in remote areas of provinces is also noted. But these may equally well have originated under Augustus without being recorded until his successor's principate. Flexibility continued to obtain under Tiberius, as under Augustus: Tacitus specifically records variations in the size of the auxiliary forces and a considerable changing of the positions where they were stationed.

"Praefectus equitum alae" (foreshadowed by "praefectus alae" under Gaius) became a new way of describing a cavalry commander under Claudius. Two other epigraphical developments were first noted under him: the addition of a tribal adjunct in the titulature of a "personal" regiment, and a reference to the province in which a regiment was stationed. Yet considerable variation in titulatures still obtained. Administrative action regarding the prefectural "cursus" is noted. However this was nothing fundamental, as the system of auxiliary prefectures had been established by Tiberius' day. The system of placing regiments in forts spaced at fairly regular intervals as a method of defence emerges from the literary...
literary record. A decisive step was taken in connection with citizenship. This was granted to all who had served a minimum period in the auxiliary forces. The minimum laid down was twenty-five years. Although it is possible that some sort of certificate was granted to recipients of citizenship before Claudius, the classical diploma appears to have originated in his principate. Regulations regarding legitimizing marriages and the civic status of the wives and children of auxiliaries were also drafted. In many respects, therefore, the work of systematization was continued by Claudius.

The process of institutionalization proceeded under Nero with the result that the auxiliaries became even more integrated with the legions as professional troops with specific tactical and fighting skills. In certain situations their skills might be more necessary and useful than those of the legionaries. The welcome detail of the "Historiae" allows us to evaluate the situation as it was in 59 and the resultant confidence which the auxiliaries felt in themselves in relation to the legions. New features appear in the epitaphical record under Vespasian. Regiments start displaying the honorary title "civium Romorum." "Torquata" and "Felix" are also found. "Cingulata" and "carna" as terms denoting the origin of composite regiments drawn from more than one element are Vespasianic or 69. The use of "miliaria" or an equivalent to describe regiments of a thousand men is late Flavian, but can be presumed earlier. There was a great increase in the number of diplomas under Vespasian, but the titulatures they have are comparatively simple, and often record less information...
information than prefectoral inscriptions. But in spite of the increased formalism that resulted from the measures which Vespasian introduced to restore discipline to the Roman army after the disasters of 69, there were still many indications that romanization was by no means complete and that, when conditions were right, indigenous sentiment might assert itself. Even in the second century and later earlier forms of auxiliary organization reasserted themselves, such as the tribal chief who leading his own men into battle in semi-independent fashion. The classic case is Lucius quietus the hour. Further the survival of such types of organization as those under which the Batavians were operating at least as late as 69 and the forces of eastern client kings until well into the Flavian period show that even in the last quarter of the first century local differences and different command structures were tolerated. Even regimental titles do not seem to have been completely standardized.

Accordingly we are left with a picture of successive stages of development in the auxiliary forces of the Roman army from 49 B.C. to the early Flavian period. Some of the new developments that summarized may of course have been introduced some time before they left their mark in the literary or epigraphical record, and broadly speaking we are left with the impression that the civil wars of the late republic created the conditions for placing auxiliaries on a permanent and professional footing. But the armies acted with typical respect to the different relationships which different armies or peoples had with them, and also took into account the military effectiveness of the various systems whereby troops were supplied.
and under which they might operate as constituent elements of the army. At no stage were all auxiliary contingents forced into the same organizational mould. In other words, professionalization must be seen to cover a wider range of regiment than the one familiar from the style used by the diplomats. (For this reason, it is often unsatisfactory to attempt to make the evidence for the early imperial period fit the categories suggested by the "classic" diplomats of the late Flavian, the Trajano and the early Antonine period.) Throughout we are faced with an elastic and flexible approach to the whole question.

With this caveat in mind, it can be seen that Augustus regularized many aspects of the auxiliary system as he had inherited it from the late republican period. The particularly scanty evidence for his principate has prevented any degree of precision in presenting his specific contributions. Claudius next recognized various developments that were implicit in the whole Augustan approach to the use of the army in the imperial system of defence and related the discharge benefits of the auxiliaries to the whole context of the increase of citizenship among provincials in the middle of the first century. Trajanian restored order after the setback caused by the civil wars that brought him to the principate, and many of the tendencies to regimental pride and formalism that are inherent in all permanently established units with fixed headquarters and regular sets of dates manifested themselves.

These are the main conclusions of this study. It is to be hoped, however, that the investigations have contributed not merely to Roman
military history, but also to wider questions of Roman provincial administration, and have thrown light on stylistic aspects of Tacitus and other writers as well as on early imperial inscriptions.
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